KUNSTLER

by Ira Wolfman

A wall of admirers enclosed William Kunstler last night after he finished his address to an overflowing crowd of six thousand students in the Gym. The defense attorney for the Chicago Eight had just completed his speech at a rally which also featured John Froines, one of the "Eight," Guerrilla Theater performed by members of the New Left Organizing Committee, and introductory remarks by Norm Levy of the History Department.

Bill Kunstler addressed a crowd mainly composed of his people last night; he gave us a glimpse into his newly-acquired world, and did it with a sincerity and concern that were the distinguishing feelings of a night which was markedly devoid of violent confrontation.

Kunstler spoke on a variety of issues; he was interrupted many times by enthusiastic applause. As he stepped to the rostrum, the cheers and prolonged applause of the audience all around him, the Chicago 8 attorney raised his fist in a "Power to the People" gesture which was immediately repeated throughout the audience. After the applause died down, his first words were: "I've said it before and I'll say it once more: To hear that is worth every period of time Kunstler was sentenced to for contempt of court in the trial just completed). The crowd once more avidly clapped its approval.

In the Assembly who attempted to pass a resolution in the University. According to Kunstler "He was trying to do, in an ineffectual way, what Daley and the Chicago cops did-- use the power of the stick to stop the people." Had he succeeded, intimated Kunstler, "The State University of New York would have been very sorry tonight."

Kunstler launched into a discussion of the Trial--its meanings and its ramifications. It marked, he felt, the passing of the movement from a period of "protest" (1960's) to a period which he termed "one of resistance" (the 1970's). "There are three stages in a society undergoing a change of life---protest, resistance, and then rebellion. We are now in the second of these stages."

In a haunting allusion to the repression of the early years of Nazi Germany, Kunstler equated the violence of Chicago (and public and governmental reaction to it) to the burning of the Reichstag, (Germany's Parliament) in 1933.

"Chicago became, to the ruling class of this country, what the Reichstag fire of 1933 was to the leaders of Nazi Germany. Blamed on the "Jews and the Communists," the Reichstag fire was actually, according to Kunstler, set by the Nazis themselves. "It was a device used to unify the nation into the Third Reich," against those who stood in the way of the goals of the Nazi ruling class.

In the same way, the violence of Michigan and Balboa Streets "became our Reichstag." "The carnage of August 28, 1968" and the trial which grew out of it were actually "attempts of the new ruling class to cripple and destroy those who stood in the way of a state which destroys and inhibits free will." The defendants were a representative sampling of "those who stood in the way."

It was not by chance that the specific "Chicago Eight" were indicted. "They were carefully chosen," according to Kunstler. "The government needed a black militant- Panther- so Bobby Seale, who had been in Chicago for a total of 16 hours the entire week of the Convention was the choice."

The attorney then pointed out the specifications which fact that they were fit to the charge, not charged for their actions.

Kunstler then discussed the background of the "Arrest-Riot Act," under whose provisions all eight defendants were charged with the infamous "conspiracy." He indicated that the bill, discarded earlier, was reintroduced in 1968 by Strom Thurmond, among other southern Senators, as the price for the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1968. The irony this highlighted was bitterly described by Kunstler: an early act from 1967, aimed at stopping men like Martin Luther King from travelling to other states to participate in demonstrations, had to be reincarnated in order to pass the Civil Rights Act, which had gained urgency because of the murder of that same Martin Luther King. And so, this law was the pretext used for the political trial of the decade. Though Ramsey Clark, Johnson's Attorney-General, refused to prosecute anyone under the law he firmly felt was "unconstitutional," Nixon's administration, believing that "The way to keep political power is to crush dissent" decided to go ahead and indict the Eight.

The Defense, led by Kunstler and Len Weinglass, had to decide upon how they would conduct the case. They could attempt to merely defeat the government's case of conspiracy and intent to incite to riot - which Kunstler called the "easy way out." Instead, they chose the more important, more demanding route: "to educate the jury and the people."

And so, the defense was conducted on three levels. They would attempt to show "Number one, that the government's case was a pack of lies; Number two, what the life styles of the defendants and their cultural allies was about; and Number three, the reasons why they came to Chicago in the first place, "to bring an end to the Vietnam War, Racism and poverty."

The defense incorporated hundreds of different witnesses in this attempt. Tom Leary, Allen Ginsberg, Julian Bond, Jesse Jackson, Richard Goodwin, even singers Arlo Guthrie and Judy Collins among others were part of the defense. "Judge Hoffman did not allow Judy Collins to sing "Where Have All the Flowers Gone"-- there was to be no singing, no laughter no warmth, no embraces, no sign of life in Julius Hoffman's court," said Kunstler.

But life could not be thwarted, even by the judicial system. The trial's effect went far beyond the conviction rendered. "Our trial has become a symbol," said Bill Kunstler. It state, unequivocally, "This far and no further do we go." The era of resistance has begun.

However, Kunstler felt that the resistance need not take the form of violent confrontation on campus (alluding to the problems at Santa Barbara last week). "Broken windows and red paint on the campus (alluding to the problems at Santa Barbara last week). "Broken windows and red paint on the campus."

And then William Kunstler took up his last attack on Assemblyman (As.) Kelleher. "Maybe he's right, maybe we are dangerous," cited Kunstler. "But to what? The War in Vietnam? To a system of Private Enterprise which dooms a large segment of our population to a life of nothing? Values which revere bankers over babies? I hope to hell we are!"

Mobbed by a rush of students, Kunstler concluded "If that's what you've shown us, if that's what we're dangerous to, then, Mr. Kelleher, you've done us all a favor!"

continued on page 4
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to breathe together
There will be a meeting of all groups planning to participate in this year's STATE FAIR on March 11th, at 7:30 p.m. At least one representative from each group must attend. For further information call Pat, Schumann 457-0102 or Pat, O'Brien 457-0977.

Applications from present sophomore's for the English Honors Program are now being accepted by Mr. Knotts. Those interested should submit a short letter of application to him in HU 333 by March 10. For students wishing information about the Honors Program there will be an informational meeting on Friday March 6 at 1:10 in HU 123.

There will be a meeting in the Student Center on Sunday, March 8, at 2:00 p.m. Everyone interested in helping to make the gorgeous flower decorations for the International Ball is invited.

Approach with caution: Don't believe the hype.

Martin Meyerson, National Chairman of the American Assembley on University Goals and governance, will speak today at 2:30 in Draper 349 in an informal lecture sponsored by Chancellor Gould's panel on University Goals and former President of the University faculty, and staff invited to come. 2:30 in Draper 349 in an informal Center Demands. All students, national Ball is invited.

Open meeting on Day Care Center Demands. All students, faculty, and staff invited to come. Show support: Monday, March 9 in LC 23 at 3:30.

BENEFIT CONCERT for underprivileged children of the Capitol District. Sponsored by the University Concert Band commis- sion, Friday and Saturday night March 13 and 14 at 8:30 in FAC Main Theatre.

Among the performers will be the Stateman, Findlay Cockrell, Dennis Halmarch, Marjory Fuller, William Hudson and others.

The Geography Club will meet Wednesday, March 11 at 8:00 p.m. in LC 5. Harry Margulans of Rutgers University will speak on "the Use of Psychology in Urban and Economic Geography." The University community is invited. Refreshments will be served.

The Center for Inter-American Studies will accept applications until Friday, March 20, 1970 for the Semester Abroad Program at the University of Guadalajara. Application forms may be obtained from Assistant Dean William Der- nick, SS110, or from the Center for Inter-American Studies, Drap- er 145.

On Friday, March 6 at 8:00 p.m., Mr. Abdo I Backlini, a grad- uate student with SUNYA's Comparative Development Studies Center and PhD candidate in Poli- tical Science, has lived through- out the Middle East, will speak on "Beirut: An International City." As former Academic Counselor to students in the USAID program in Beirut, Backlini will describe life within the city's international community.

The New Democratic Coalition will meet Tuesday March 10, at 8:00 p.m. in CC 370. Where do we go now?

Any junior or senior who has: 1. a 2.75 overall cum. 2. fulfilled the calculus se- quence and taken one course above Mat 214. 3. a 3.2 cum in their math major. 4. entered the University this year. 5. are the first to meet the requirements for membership in Pi Mu Epsilon, the Math honorary. If you are qualified please contact either Mr. Martin (ES 113) or Dr. MacGregor (ES 121) for the necessary forms.

The National Brewing Co. of Baltimore, Md. at Baltimore, Md; Also Phoenix-e Miami . Detroit.

Applications in the University Senate for UNIVERSITY SENATE BUSINESS STUDENTS: The next meeting of the EFTA LAMDBA (business club) will be postponed. March 11, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 229 of the business building There will be a film and a guest speaker from the New York Telephone Company. Everyone is welcome.

The India Association at SUNYA presents KANTADAN a 1969 color movie with English subtitles, March 14 at 7 p.m. in LC 18. Admission is $1.25.

Rep. Richard Ottinger (D. Westchester) will address a pre-teach-in conference this evening at 7:30 in the gymnasium. The pre-teach-in is a statewide effort to prepare for the environmental teach in April 22nd. Congressman Ottinger will emphasize the goals of the April 22nd event and suggest long range programs which environmental activists must init- iate to gain public support for environmental reform.

Mr. Ottinger's speech is open to the public.

Central Council will hold its meeting in Dutch Quad Flagroom Thursday March 12, 1970. All are invited to attend.

You are invited to the University Senate's spring Ball, to be held Friday, March 13, 1970 in the new Center Ballroom.

J.H.K. & Co. welcome I.B.R. to our Sunday afternoon sessions.

JOBS! JOBS! and more JOBS! Students, Teachers, Statewide and International Jobs. Recreation Jobs, Year- round Jobs; Summer Jobs. All occupations and trades. Enjoy a meal while you earn. Har- ry? The best jobs are taken early. Write: "JOBS" P.O. Box 475, Dept. CP 196-1, Los, Calif., 90346.

Help wanted: High paying part time job. Must have use of car and enjoy talking with single girls. Call Charles Shapiro at 457-8338 or 458-3697.

Stereo amplifier, 70 watts; 4 8" speakers, P.A.; 3 columns, and a turntable. Call 457-8500.

Leather belts, custom made to your specification. Jeff 463-5335.

Used 120 base accordian Tango V.M. Valve 463-5335.

Movie Projector-Super, Single, Zoom lens, still, Auto. thread. $60. 271-8656 after 8 p.m.

J.R. is the quickest person in the third floor elevator.

Gail- You're number one in my book. Love, Potsi.

J.H.K. & Co. welcome I.B.R. 3/19/70

Et to F.I.U. Then die K.D.!

Roommate wanted(female)

Now Try The Best!

A. S. T. SUBMARINES

452-1906

FREE DELIVERY (three sub minimum) Call A. S. T. 7PM-3AM!

“We're going places fast!”

Self-nomination form for UNIVERSITY SENATE will be available March 9th-March 16th at the CC info desk.

Qualifications: for freshmen: 6 hours of ‘S’

for upperclassmen’s 2.0 cum

DEADLINE: March 16th, 5:00 pm, CC 346
Kelleher Petition Signed by 29; Cain Calls Citizens to March

by J. Stephen Flavin

A petition designed to stop William Kunster and any member of the California conspiracy from ever speaking publicly at any state funded institution has been signed by 20 Republican Assemblymen.

The resolution, co-sponsored by Neil Kolodzey of Troy and John Gallagher of New York City is currently in Rules Committee and if acted upon early, will come to a vote on the floor Monday or Tuesday. Personal communication with Kelleher revealed that if the resolution is ruled unconstitutional it will never reach the floor and never be voted upon.

"Abusing the Privilege"

Kelleher was available and very willing to express an opinion on the issues which influenced his counter-Kunster resolution, "Kunster is a militant, extreme person who needs to be restricted, His work needs to be curtailed in order to protect students and faculty from his influence."

Gruening said, "Kunster is not as guilty as Johnson as far as our involvement in Vietnam is concerned. Kennedy only said 'advisors,' it was Johnson who 'suggested aid to the South Vietnamese to 'fight on.' Kunster believed that aid to the South Vietnamese was necessary in order to 'contain' communism in the Far East."

Gruening said that "the primary reason for this war is to pull out, now!"'

"The Domino Theory, (one country falling to the communists would lead to the fall of another), was not hit or attacked in self-defense, is another reason for Kelleher's resolution. "This war is to pull out, now!" Kelleher was available and very willing to express an opinion on the issues which influenced his counter-Kunster resolution, "Kunster is a militant, extreme person who needs to be restricted, His work needs to be curtailed in order to protect students and faculty from his influence."

Kelleher expressed concern over our government's rights free by but only responsibly "to be used in the interest of the State."

"I am not seeking cheap publicity. I don't need it. I was elected by a margin of 16,000 votes. Protection of his constituency was the principle reason for his stand, not publicity."

Kelleher admitted being contacted by numerous individuals on the constitutional rights of the resolution barring free speech and confessed, "that Santa Barbara has been different, I would not have attended either the Kunstler speech or the rally."

James Cain, former state director of the Disabled American Veterans, was influential in organizing the anti-Kunster demonstration. The Watervliet Arsenal state's women have no intention of causing any trouble, but are just happy to be able to see the Kunster (Künstler) through the people. I expressed concern over "attempts being made to under- mine the American government's policies on population, civil rights, Middle Eastern affairs, etc." Underneath, a Moscow-trained Communist was whispered to me. "We do not give the Vietnamese the weaponry to defend themselves against the communists."

They have demonstrated their ability to handle 'their war,' etc. are our most tragic domestic priorities. The most tragic of these is the loss of faith by our young people in our government. This, and our loss of prestige may never be fully restored."

If we pull out, won't we be defeated, once again?"

For more information about the Overpopulation Coalition or the Capital District Chapter of the People's Youth Education Association, contact Sally Feusstein, 457-8072.

Pye Lectures to Discuss Population Growth

by Donna Arnold

In an attempt to emphasize the immediate problem of population growth, the Overpopulation Committee of PYE has decided to sponsor a week of evening lectures and discussions which will be Monday night March 9th. The series entitled, "Birth Control: Freedom, Love, and Survival," will be held in L.E.C. No. 11 Monday through Thursday nights starting at 8:00."I am not seeking cheap publicity. I don't need it. I was elected by a margin of 16,000 votes. Protection of his constituency was the principle reason for his stand, not publicity."Kelleher admitted being contacted by numerous individuals on the constitutional rights of the resolution barring free speech and confessed, "that Santa Barbara has been different, I would not have attended either the Kunstler speech or the rally."James Cain, former state director of the Disabled American Veterans, was influential in organizing the anti-Kunster demonstration. The Watervliet Arsenal state's women have no intention of causing any trouble, but are just happy to be able to see the Kunster (Künstler) through the people. I expressed concern over "attempts being made to under- mine the American government's policies on population, civil rights, Middle Eastern affairs, etc." Underneath, a Moscow-trained Communist was whispered to me. "We do not give the Vietnamese the weaponry to defend themselves against the communists."

They have demonstrated their ability to handle 'their war,' etc. are our most tragic domestic priorities. The most tragic of these is the loss of faith by our young people in our government. This, and our loss of prestige may never be fully restored."

If we pull out, won't we be defeated, once again?"

For more information about the Overpopulation Coalition or the Capital District Chapter of the People's Youth Education Association, contact Sally Feusstein, 457-8072.

Local Group "Gives Advice on Abortion"

Kathy Rolly

Recently a group of area clergy and laymen established the capital district chapter of the Clergy Consultation Service for Problem Pregnancies, part of a national network which counsels women desiring abortion.

CCS will aid anyone, married or not, who desire assistance. Several other alternatives are discussed in counseling; but the Rev. Andy Smith, chaplain at RPI & spokesman for the group, mentioned that women who consult CCS have usually been involved in "attempts being made to under- mine the American government's policies on population, civil rights, Middle Eastern affairs, etc." Underneath, a Moscow-trained Communist was whispered to me. "We do not give the Vietnamese the weaponry to defend themselves against the communists."

They have demonstrated their ability to handle 'their war,' etc. are our most tragic domestic priorities. The most tragic of these is the loss of faith by our young people in our government. This, and our loss of prestige may never be fully restored."

If we pull out, won't we be defeated, once again?"

For more information about the Overpopulation Coalition or the Capital District Chapter of the People's Youth Education Association, contact Sally Feusstein, 457-8072.

There is no fee for the consultation, and appointment may be arranged by calling 465-9977. All that is necessary is a doctor's note specifying the length of the pregnancy.
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Kuntsler Draws Thousands continued from page 1

John Froines did speak also, and was well received by the crowd, though understandably overshadowed by Kunsteller.

A teacher of Chemistry, Froines was one of the two defendants found innocent. He spoke before Kunsteller early in the rally. Froines' speech dealt more closely with his impressions of the trial. He saw the entire process as a "growth period" and stated that concerning the 7 defendants and their two lawyers "we've all gone through changes." In the process, he stated, "Bill (among others) has become a different person."

The trial changed things in a more widespread sense, too. The movement was different since Chicago; "a lot of kids who never knew before learned how to fight in the streets of Chicago."

The ten years since 1960 - what Froines termed the beginning of the movement - saw an educative process taking place. "We've become educated - we've found out what America is really about," according to John Froines.

An appeal was made by the NLOC for money to help out in the trial. The audience pleaded with the speaker for support. In all, the evening was an evening of hope and idealism, and the audience pleased with the performance. The audience was seated in the audience section of the gymnasium at about 7:30 and the last of the students, faculty, and staff invited to attend a meeting with the Auditors.

This “patch” identifies the world’s best beer drinkers!

*This ad was published in the Albany Student Press on March 6, 1970.*
Communications

Hypocritical Students

Dear Editor,

Last week, while on a visit to the Campus, I noted with interest a number of students wearing PYE (Protect Your Environment) buttons. This is great! I am certainly pleased to observe this responsible commitment by students at SUNYA to the problems of pollution, clean air, and related environmental matters. I also observed, while in the Campus center, the seemingly inconsequential behavior on the part of many students wearing PYE buttons. Care for the environment is evidently “someone else’s problem.” The air was thick with smoke. There was miscellaneous trash (unwashed food, half empty cardboard containers, paper cups and related junk) scattered all over the floor and left on the tables, despite the ready availability of trash cans.

It is well known that students have, in recent years, underscored the “hypocrisy” of the society, when describing America’s social system. Perhaps, it isn’t too much to hope that in the support of the PYE program—which seems to indicate a change in emphasis in student action—the minority groups to a clean environment—we may observe consistent anti-hypocritical behavior by students.

Very truly yours,

G. G.

Mysterious Vapors

To the Editors:

Re: Picture front page of the ASP by Benjamin.

I note the caption under the picture depicting the services building as follows: “Pollution control seems to be warranted on our own campus as indicated by the ‘mysterious vapors’ rising from the Sewage Treatment.”

This “pictorial evidence” in reality is nothing more than liquid “puffs” rising from a village stack. It however, from other evidences in the same picture, indicates a relatively cool temperature. Indeed, cool enough to readily condense the water vapors (a product of combustion) upon contact with the atmosphere in the region of the stack, in the same manner that water vapor condenses near the spout of a tea kettle. The intensity of the color of the cloud is dependent on ambient temperature and the amount of water vapor present. It is also possible that water vapor usually coalesces around a particulate matter (such as salt, sea salt, etc.) and thus perhaps there is a reasonable emission existing from the stack which could be measured in the form of particulates. This type of measurement is not sufficiently but is indicative of potential problems.

Dr. G. William Reynolds
Associate Professor of Science

Sports

Scholarships

To the students:

A recent article in the ASP (Feb. 24) has brought to light the position taken by the University. The University doesn’t offer sports scholarships and is therefore denying college division sports. This article explains what must be done immediately to improve our athletic standing in intercollegiate sports. There are three main sources for scholarship money; the state or university itself, the alumni, and interested groups.

The state at this time doesn’t offer any scholarships for sports. Most of the budget money is tied up in expanding a growing university or helping the needy. This is the top priority as it should be. Hopefully after the dust settles and the university establishes funds we can set aside for intercollegiate sports.

The second alternative is for the alumni to help out. Until recently Albany was only a teachers college with a minimum of graduates each year. In recent years this has changed; Albany is now a university graduating approximately 3000 each year going into all walks of life.

The third route is to the alumni, the friends of the institution who have the most to gain. If they’re interested, part of the student tax and the proceeds can be considered for athletic scholarships. Many will not agree with this but the immediate blueprint is to be decided by a simple election. If the student body proves unsatisfactory then the students should select the team by watching them play and might want to contribute to improving the team.

Ray Neidt

asps staff
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'are we dangerous?

i hope to hell we are'
State Defeats Oswego 64-56
Season Finale Saturday

The State University at Albany basketball team clutched its sixth straight winning season Tuesday, with a 54-56 decision over Oswego. The victory lifted the Stags to a 12-9 record with one game remaining. The victory also assured Coach Dick Sanders of his 15th straight non-losing season.

The Great Danes featured a well-balanced attack with four of the five starters hitting double figures. Captain Jack Adams led the team with 13 points followed by Junior forward Jack Jordan's 12. In the other game, EOP I paced by Junior forward Jack Jordan's 27 point outburst and Kim Jones' 16, the Danes beat Oswego 64-56.

The Danes knocked off the Barons 51-24. The other game, EOP I, paced by Marquis Johnson's 30 points, the Danes defeated the Barons 64-56. The Danes have won nine of their 12 games and are expected back are recent graduates Tim Jursak and Tom Doody.

There will be a meeting of all candidates for the 1970-71 varsity basketball team at 4:15 Wednesday morning, March 11, in room 209, physical education building.

Softball - An AMIA softball tournament is scheduled for Tuesday, March 24, at 4:00 p.m. in PE 125.
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The New Donovan Outlook Reflected In His Music

by Susan Hyreaj

Donovan is god. I use a small 'g' because many people and things are also god. Beauty is god, and Donovan is beauty. As Phil Ochs says, "He is one of the few writers whose aesthetic is his own person."

He now believes in a "natural high," rather than the chemically induced high of drugs. But having experimented with Mexican agri-culture himself, he should be able to understand people when they get the idea and go grass and sometimes, later make the transition to the natural high.

After these lavish words in praise of Donovan, it may seem strange that I don't care for his "Bambojagila." The other songs are worth "Atlantis," "Where Is the "To Susan on the West Coast," "Barabara." Yet, in a way, we simplicity know their highs through grass and, experiment with Mexican agri-culture himself, he should be able to understand people when they get the idea and go grass and sometimes, later make the transition to the natural high.

But having experimented with Mexican agri-culture himself, he should be able to understand people when they get the idea and go grass and sometimes, later make the transition to the natural high.

Yet, in a way, we simplicity know their highs through grass and, experiment with Mexican agri-culture himself, he should be able to understand people when they get the idea and go grass and sometimes, later make the transition to the natural high.

The album I have in mind as being his best is "Donovan in Concert." Many people don't like concert albums because of the applause between numbers and the sometimes artificial quality of a studio recording. However I like that kind of getting away from all the mechanical, computerized gadgetry and returning to the un-processed human music. The in-convenience of a little clapping is really, only as distracting as you make it.

"Young Girl Blues" is beautiful in the sympathy and emotion breathed into it. It centers on the loneliness of a young girl trying to cope with a phony world. There is a reflection of depression through-out the song. Even the everyday things, like the seeing of a "Coffee on. milk, goss. Such a sad life and failing."

Children's Theater to Present Captive

The students registered in Foundations of Children's Theatre, a course offered by the Department of Theatre at the State University of New York, are presenting "The Indian Captive," directed by Peg LeFever, a graduate student in Theatre.

Performances will be held on March 13 at 7:00 p.m. and March 15 at 2:00 p.m. Touring performances will be held on March 14 at 2:00 p.m. at the Philip Livingston School and March 20 at 7:30 p.m. at the Lynnwood Elementary School.

The costumes and scenery are being designed and constructed by the students in the class. Authentic costumes and sets will be used to recreate the environment of the Seneca Indians in 1779.

Donovan has evolved from a simple eighteen-year-old boy in absorber's boots, denim jacket and mini-rap to a complex being whose mind has become his essence. His music has become more involved and sophisticated, growing from a single guitar accompaniment to a carefully blended pot-pourri.

Folk singer John Lipsman will appear at the Golden Eye Coffeehouse (520 Madison Avenue) tonight at 9:00. Admission is $5.00.
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STATE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

ATTENTION

Class Rings

Order your class ring now for delivery before Graduation Day.
Deadline May 1, 1970

Graduation Announcements

Orders for graduation announcements and personal name cards will be taken between MARCH 5 and MARCH 20, 1970 ONLY (LATE ORDERS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED). Your ORDER FORM and the COMPLETE PAYMENT must be brought or mailed to the STATE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE, 1400 Washington Avenue, Albany, N.Y. 12203.

Graduation announcements and personal name cards may be PICKED UP at the Bookstore on or about May 15.

Samples of the announcements and cards are on display at the Bookstore.

Seniors ordering announcements who do not graduate will be given full credit for this merchandise.

PRICE SCHEDULE

GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS ................................................... $2.23 ea

Please order in multiples of 5: ie., 15—20—25 etc.

PERSONAL NAME CARDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Engraving plate supplied by Josten's $3.50 $5.00
Engraving plate supplied by the student $2.50

THANK YOU CARDS (24 cards and 24 envelopes) $1.60 per box

When mailing order please include 6% SALES TAX and $ .25 HANDLING. CHECKS should be made out to STATE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.

Academic Regalia For Graduation

Orders will be taken at the Bookstore for the rental of caps, gowns, and hoods between MARCH 16 and APRIL 17, 1970 ONLY! The Bookstore WILL NOT HANDLE any orders after April 17.

INFORMATION REQUIRED

The following information is essential:

1. Name (first and last)
2. Permanent address
3. Degree being received
4. Total height (in heels)
5. Chest size (or weight)
6. Cap size (or head circumference taken level 1" above the ears.)

Please specify what part of the regalia you wish to order. Bachelor candidates wear only a cap and gown; Master and Doctoral candidates wear a cap, gown, and hood.

PRICE SCHEDULE (plus 6% tax)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cap only</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor's cap and gown</td>
<td>$4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master's cap and gown</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master's hood</td>
<td>$4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor's cap and gown</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor's hood</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor's Gold tassel to rent</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor's gold tassel to keep</td>
<td>$2.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If black silk tassel is kept, $ .75.

Regalia will be distributed during the week of June 2, 1970. Regalia can be picked up at the Bowling lanes. Regalia must be returned to the pick up site before 1:30 p.m. Sunday, June 7, 1970. Regalia must be returned in the rental box or there will be a $1 charge.

9am-8 pm Monday thru Thursday
9am-4:30pm Friday
9am-1pm Saturday

We appreciate your cooperation.
Council to Undergo Power Separation

At last Sunday's special meeting of Central Council on the Student Association Constitution, Council passed a motion that re-defined action it had previously passed at last Thursday's meeting. Council Secretary Lenny Kopp brought up the motion that struck down Mike Lampert's amendments to the constitution that provide for two semester's experience on Central Council in order to run for Student Association President.

Kopp claimed that Lampert's amendments were not in keeping with the progressive spirit with which the constitution is trying to deal. Carol Tibbott argued against the move saying that prospective candidates would have no conception of the immensity of the job of the presidency, unless they had had some council experience. Ken Stokem and Lenny Kopp pointed out that the qualifications would limit the field of possible candidates for President and Vice-President to something less than 10. Kopp further argued that you can't have a representative government without a representative president.

Chuck Ribak argued against this saying that the school is a dictatorship anyway. Dick Wesley supported Kopp's point of view that dangers of a credibility gap are much more critical than the issues of the separation of powers.

As a committee Council attempted for the rest of the meeting to work out a viable, working method of separating powers. General consensus was that there would be a separation between a president and vice-president at Student Association and chairman of Central Council.

It was undecided at this time how much the powers would be divided and added except that the president would probably have veto power over Central Council bills with a 2/3's vote of Council overruling that veto.

Previous to adjournment Council formed a committee to be headed by Vice President and Lenny Kopp to look into formulation of the separation of powers further.

Proposed Changes in Parking Policy

by David Peck

"Whereas, the present parking policy of SUNY A discriminates first against students and still further against resident students be it resolved that the Senate repeal the preferential parking policy.

Steven Villano has introduced the above bill in order to make parking policy of a first-come, first-served nature, except for the first two rows which would be reserved for those with a special medical parking permit.

Many residents use their cars to drive to work or for student teaching. Villano does not believe that they will all park in front of the lot as opponents of the bill state. He also points out that commuters don't pay $600 for room and board. Villano doesn't own a car.

Bloodmobile Drive

The inventory of blood needed to meet the requirements of the hospitals in the Capitol area has reached a critically low level. About 3700 pints of blood are needed for the month of March, and 1600 pints of blood are needed the "back of the lot" facilities they now have.

The preferential parking policy now in use sets aside the first few rows for faculty, the next few for to park in the back. In place of this, the bill would institute a parking policy of a first-come, first-served nature, except for the first two rows which would be reserved for those with a special medical parking permit.

Many residents use their cars to drive to work or for student teaching. Villano does not believe that they will all park in front of the lot as opponents of the bill state. He also points out that commuters don't pay $600 for room and board. Villano doesn't own a car.

The inventory of blood needed to meet the requirements of the hospitals in the Capitol area has reached a critically low level. About 3700 pints of blood are needed for the month of March, and 1600 pints of blood are needed.
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The Albany Student Press wishes to correct a minor printing omission found in the lead story of the Tuesday, March 3, issue entitled "Kunstler's Professional Back to Teaching." Miss Weinblatt. The quotation, "The place he should be right now is in prison," should not have been attributed to Assemblyman Neil Kelley. The APS regrets that this omission could have been misinterpreted and regrets this oversight.

The diversity topics of sterilization were covered in a pre-teach-in conference were the subjects of the Wednesday night PVE meeting.

The meeting began with a discussion on sterilization and featured two guest speakers. The first, Ken Lucowick, a graduate student in Biology, appeared the subject from a physiological standpoint. He traced the concept of sterilization to its inception in the late 1800's. At that time, it was used mainly as a weapon for publicizing the philosophy of Eugenics, the movement toward pure race through compulsory sterilization of the lower classes.

Lucowick said that democratic control wasn't taken into account at the time. He went on to give a detailed explanation of the actual biological process involved in sterilization.

The following by Lucowick, Dr. Richard Brown of the Physics Department addressed the meeting on the legal and social aspects of sterilization and abortion. He announced that Senator Earl Browning has introduced a compromise abortion bill that has yet to leave committee. Dr. Brown urged that all in favor of liberalized abortion laws write their congressmen in support of bill S-855.

The subject of this weekend's pre-teach-in conference was handled by Sue Cypert, conference coordinator. She made a desperate plea for beds to accommodate the 400 people expected to convene to discuss the teach-in scheduled for April 22. The weekend will feature several speakers, tutorials and workshops, the highlight of which will be a program by Congressman Richard Ottinger on Friday evening at 7:30 in the Gym.

Cypert urged attendance by anyone who will be able to provide a bed for the weekend should contact her immediately.

CORRECTION

The Albany Student Press wishes to correct a minor printing omission found in the lead story of the Tuesday, March 3, issue entitled "Kunstler's Professional Back to Teaching." Miss Weinblatt. The quotation, "The place he should be right now is in prison," should not have been attributed to Assemblyman Neil Kelley. The APS regrets that this omission could have been misinterpreted and regrets this oversight.
Kuusisto Statement on Environment

Two weeks ago a proposal was presented to President Kuusisto that there be a Moratorium on the alteration of our campus environment. The proposal was made at the President's weekly press conference by Edward Shaw, a representative of the Atmospheric Sciences Research Center. And several years ago we took a major practical step in environmental improvement by converting our coal-heating system to gas for heating.

In an effort to be assured of the wisest possible use of our natural and financial resources, while reining committed to our plans for educational service to the people of this State, I am taking the following steps:

1. I am sharing with you information on the current trend in campus environmental concern with this letter;
2. I look forward to a closer planning and development relationship between our office and the campus in matters of environmental concern related to constraints.
3. I am requesting that I be informed with a duplicate information copy to be provided Mr. Walter M. Tisdale, Assistant to the President for Planning and Development) at least 10 days to two weeks before any new construction work is undertaken on this campus involving moving earth, trees, bushes, plants, and major drainage patterns;
4. I hope that representatives of your offices may be able to share with interested students and faculty members here at SUNYA an insight into your procedures and financial resources, and ask for lack of information produce miscommunication, misunderstandings, and lack of concern.

In the interest of good communications on this campus, I am also sharing this letter with the Environmental Forum, the Academic Council, Mr. Terry Mathias, and the editors of the ASP- Albany Student Press; and asking you for your help and interest.

Sincerely yours,
Allan A. Kuusisto

President of the State University of New York at Albany

WHAT HAPPENED?

On Wednesday, at 3:30 P.M., elections for class officers for the Class of ‘73 were voided. By that time, only 302 votes had been cast.

WHERE WERE YOU CLASS OF ’73?

Some 483,990 in unrestricted direct grants go to 64 privately supported colleges and universities.

Kodak Grant

State University of New York at Albany is the recipient of a $1,000 education grant from Eastman Kodak Company. The gift, which is unrestricted, is part of a $75,000 educational aid program which has been enlarged this year to include grants for publicly supported institutions.

The grant to SUNYA is based upon Kodak’s employment of a graduate of the institution. It represents $250 for each year of the educational courses taken by the former student during a normal four-year period.

The two students were arrested on campus and charged with drug violation. A second arrest was made.

The two arrests were handled on the basis of the incident by the dorm director although it was not his job, to make arrests. He had been complaining both to security and the student affairs head about the presence of drugs on campus.

The dorm director called Lt. Henighan in Security for consultation. The dorm director remarked that state police were on campus, ready to make arrests. It is also important that there was little opposition from the University in our attempt to weigh needs for physical growth against any possible permanent destruction of nature conceivable.

The State University at Albany is one of several campuses in the country that has been invited to take a leadership role and to be an example to other campuses and their immediate environments. Just as some people have questioned the propriety of the University’s growth in urban settings at the cost of natural beauty, it is possible that the opposition from the police could be expected.

The current concern with the need to protect our environment from further careless despoliation evokes considerable concern among some students and faculty members due to the environmental concern among some of the country. Quite properly, these members of the academic community are calling for the University to take a leadership role and to be an example to other campuses and their immediate environments. Just as some people have questioned the propriety of the University’s growth in urban settings at the cost of natural beauty, it is possible that the opposition from the police could be expected.
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